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Abstract

rent operating systems provide distinct NUMA placement
policies for distinct memory access patterns.
Unfortunately, the Xen hypervisor, which simulates several physical machines through virtual machines, imposes
a single, basic NUMA placement policy. As a result, on a
set of 29 applications evaluated on a 8-node machine with
48 cores, we measure an overhead caused by an inefficient
memory placement of up to 700% with Xen. For 15 of the
29 applications, the overhead is higher than 50%, and for 11
of the applications, the overhead is higher than 100% (see
Figure 1).
To decrease this overhead, Amazon EC2, which provides
on-the-shelf Haswell multicores with 40 virtual CPUs and
160 GB of memory, proposes to expose the NUMA topology
to the virtual machines. The guest operating system is then
able to apply a NUMA policy, and hence improve performance. This solution is not satisfactory because it prevents
an efficient load balancing of the virtual CPUs on the physical CPUs. Indeed, when the hypervisor migrates a virtual
CPU to a physical CPU of a new NUMA node, the hypervisor dynamically modifies the NUMA topology of the virtual
machine, which is not supported by any of the current mainstream operating systems.
Instead of exposing the NUMA topology to the virtual
machine, we propose to mitigate the NUMA effects at the
hypervisor level, by allowing various NUMA policies to
be implemented by the hypervisor. Implementing NUMA
policies in an hypervisor is challenging. A NUMA policy
must decide where to place the memory of a process. It has
thus to know which part of the memory is used by a process.
But an hypervisor is only aware of the virtual CPUs assigned
to a virtual machine, not of the processes or their memory.
For this reason, the hypervisor cannot understand which part
of the memory belongs to which process, and can thus not
easily implement an advanced NUMA policy.

While virtualization only introduces a small overhead on
machines with few cores, this is not the case on larger ones.
Most of the overhead on the latter machines is caused by the
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture they
are using. In order to reduce this overhead, this paper shows
how NUMA placement heuristics can be implemented inside
Xen. With an evaluation of 29 applications on a 48-core
machine, we show that the NUMA placement heuristics can
multiply the performance of 9 applications by more than 2.

1.

Introduction

Modern large multicore machines have a complex memory
architecture, called Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
architecture. Such machines are formed by a set of nodes
connected via a high-speed network, called “interconnect”.
Each node contains several CPUs, a memory bank and a
deep cache hierarchy.
Achieving high performance on a NUMA architecture is
difficult because the interconnect or a memory controller
can easily saturate. This saturation comes from an inadequate memory placement on the NUMA nodes, which leads
to many messages on the interconnect or towards a memory controller. Preventing saturation is difficult because, as
shown by Lachaize et al. [23] and confirmed by our evaluation, a single memory placement policy on the NUMA nodes
is not efficient for all the applications. For this reason, cur-
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In this paper, we propose to enable the efficient implementation of NUMA policies inside the Xen hypervisor with
a new simple interface. This interface consists in two new
hypercalls, i.e., calls from the guest operating system to the
hypervisor. The first hypercall is used by the guest operating
to inform the hypervisor that it released some memory. The
second hypercall is used to select a NUMA policy.
Based on this interface, we show how we can implement
four policies. These policies are based on the first-touch, the
interleaved and the Carrefour [12] policies (see Section 3).
We evaluate the policies using 29 applications from 5 different benchmark suites on a 8-node machine comprising 48
cores using three setups: a setup with a single virtual machine using all 48 cores and two setups with several virtual
machines sharing the 48 cores. Overall, our evaluation shows
that the NUMA policies we implemented inside Xen can
drastically improve the performance of many applications,
while hiding the NUMA topology to the virtual machine.
More precisely, we found that:

ory, called, in Xen, the physical memory of the virtual machine.
2.1

An hypervisor has to isolate the memory of the virtual machines. Modern hypervisors ensure isolation by leveraging
an hypervisor page table provided by the hardware. The hypervisor page table maps the physical memory of a virtual
machine to the memory of the machine, called, in Xen, the
machine memory.1 An hypervisor activates the hypervisor
page table when it switches the processor to guest mode, i.e.,
a special mode that changes the processor behavior to facilitate virtualization. In native mode, an application accesses
memory through a single page table that maps a virtual address to a physical address, while in guest mode, the processor additionally translates the physical address of the guest
to the machine address using the hypervisor page table.
2.2

The I/O subsystem

In this section, we provide some background on the I/O subsystem, because we later explain why the implementation of
one of the NUMA policies (first-touch) has an incompatibility with the virtualized I/O mechanism provided by modern
processors.
In Xen, a special virtual machine, called dom0, is used
to manage the other virtual machines, called domU virtual
machines. Dom0 can also be used to manage the I/Os for
the domUs. In this case, dom0 directly accesses physical devices, while domU virtual machines access physical devices
via the dom0 virtual machine.

• With a single virtual machine spanning 48 cores, using an

efficient NUMA policy divides the completion time of 9
applications by more than 2. The maximum improvement
we observe is of 6 times.
• With an evaluation of consolidated workloads of multi-

ple virtual machines, we show that using an adequate
NUMA policy also drastically reduces the completion
time. Among 11 configurations, an efficient NUMA policy reduces the completion time of at least one virtual
machine by more than 2 in 9 cases.
• With a single virtual machine spanning 48 cores, only 4

2.2.1

applications remain degraded by more than 50% when
we compare Xen with its best NUMA policy and Linux
with its best NUMA policy. This result shows that most
of the large overhead observed with Xen on large multicore was actually caused by an inefficient NUMA policy.

Para-virtualization technique

Xen implements two complementary techniques to intercept
an access to a virtual device of a domU virtual machine. The
first technique is the full-virtualization technique: the guest
operating system executes a legacy driver, and Xen intercepts the low level I/O operations performed by the driver.
The second technique is the para-virtualization technique:
the guest operating system executes a modified driver, which
calls the hypervisor to perform the I/O. In our experiments,
we use the para-virtualized drivers implemented in Linux because it yields better performance.

• Because of a design choice at the hardware level, it is

impossible to use an IOMMU [6] with the first-touch
policy in the hypervisor without deeply modifying the
I/O stack of the hypervisor.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background on Xen. Section 3 describes
the NUMA policies studied in the paper. Section 4 presents
both the interface and the implementation of the NUMA
policies. Section 5 reports the evaluation of the policies. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2.

The memory subsystem

2.2.2

The PCI passthrough driver

When a domU virtual machine accesses a virtual device, Xen
intercepts the access, forwards the access to dom0, which
executes the request, and gives the result to the domU virtual
machine. When a guest operating system starts a Direct
Memory Access (DMA), it uses a physical address that has
to be translated into a machine address before the access. On

The Xen hypervisor

1 In

the remainder of the text, we use the Xen terminology to describe the
different memory levels. In other hypervisors, e.g., in KVM, an address of
the machine memory is called a system physical address (SPA) or a host
physical address (HPA), and an address in the physical address space of a
virtual machine is called a guest physical address (GPA).

This section provides some background on the Xen hypervisor. An hypervisor simulates several physical machines
through virtual machines. A virtual machine holds a set of
virtual CPUs (vCPUs), a set of virtual devices, and a mem2
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Figure 1. Relative overhead of the Xen compared to the Linux (lower is better).
A NUMA placement policy, or simply NUMA policy, is
in charge of choosing on which NUMA node to place each
virtual address used by a process. In native Linux systems,
NUMA policies rely on the page table. More precisely, a
NUMA policy maps a virtual address of a process to a
NUMA node by mapping the virtual address to a physical
page that belongs to the NUMA node.
As highlighted by several research studies [12, 17, 26],
a NUMA placement policy should both (i) balance the load
on all the memory controllers in order to avoid overloaded
memory controllers, and (ii) enforce memory access locality
in order to avoid the saturation of the interconnect.
We propose to study four NUMA policies. Three policies (round-1G, first-touch and round-4K) are static policies:
they initially map a virtual address to a NUMA node, and
they do not dynamically change the initial mapping. The last
policy (Carrefour) is a dynamic policy: Carrefour can dynamically remap a virtual address to a new NUMA node in
order to improve the average latency of memory accesses.
The round-1G policy is the only (and thus default) NUMA
policy implemented in Xen. The first-touch, round-4K and
Carrefour policies are NUMA policies that have been implemented for the Linux operating system.

the 48-core machine we used for the experiments, we have
measured that reading a 4 KiB block (with the O DIRECT flag
to avoid caching) takes 307 µs, while it only takes 74 µs in
Linux.
Instead of letting the hypervisor perform the address
translation, modern processors provide an IOMMU component [6]. This component is a memory management unit that
can be directly used by devices to translate a physical address into a machine address. With an IOMMU component,
a device accesses the physical memory without involving
the hypervisor, thus significantly reducing the large overhead mentioned above.
Xen is able to use an IOMMU with the PCI passthrough
driver. However, the PCI passthrough driver is relatively
restrictive. While the AMD IOMMU can associate devices to virtual machines at the device granularity, the PCI
passthrough driver associates devices to virtual machines at
the PCI express bus granularity. Fortunately, the machine
used in our experiments has two PCI express buses. For this
reason, we can reserve a PCI express bus for a domU virtual machine. Dom0 can then use the other PCI express bus.
With this setting, we have measured that reading a 4 KiB
block takes 186 µs (still 74 µs in Linux). Note that the larger
the amount of bytes read, the lower the overhead caused by
virtualization. This is explained by the fact that when the
number of bytes to read increases, the time it takes to start
a DMA transfer becomes negligible compared to the time it
takes to perform the transfer itself.

3.

3.1

The first-touch policy

The first-touch policy is the default NUMA policy used in
Linux. More precisely, Linux uses a lazy memory allocation
policy. When it creates a new virtual address space, Linux
does not physically allocate the pages. When a thread of
the process accesses a page for the first time, the access is
thus invalid. Linux intercepts the invalid access and maps
the virtual address to a physical page.
With the default first-touch policy, Linux allocates the
physical page from the NUMA node of the thread that performs the first access. If the NUMA node does not have
enough free pages, Linux allocates the memory from another
node selected using a round-robin policy.
The first-touch policy is often efficient because the thread
that accesses a page for the first time is often the thread that
performs most of the accesses to the page. This is typically
the case for the pages corresponding to thread stacks, but

NUMA policies under study

This section presents the NUMA architecture with the
NUMA policies evaluated in the paper and a performance
evaluation showing that all the presented policies are useful.
A NUMA architecture is composed by a set of NUMA
nodes. Each NUMA node may contain a memory bank, I/O
controllers and CPUs. The hardware statically partitions the
machine address space into NUMA regions. Each CPU uses
a map associating each region to a single NUMA node in
order to transparently route memory accesses to the appropriate NUMA nodes.
3
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also for the pages that host a data structure only accessed by
the thread that allocated the structure.
The first-touch policy is, however, particularly inefficient
if a single thread allocates and initializes the memory for
all the other threads. This is typically the case of applications implementing a master-slave pattern, in which a master thread prepares the memory for the slaves. In such applications, because of the first-touch policy, the master thread
maps a large part of the memory from its NUMA node when
it prepares the memory. When the slaves execute, they perform most of their memory accesses to this NUMA node,
yielding contention and poor performance.
3.2

the memory access locality, while avoiding contention on
memory controllers and interconnect links.
Carrefour monitors the memory access patterns of the
threads using hardware counters. It implements three heuristics to migrate or replicate the hottest physical pages, i.e.,
the most accessed physical pages. The first heuristic implemented by Carrefour is the interleaved heuristic. Carrefour
executes this heuristic when it detects that memory controllers are overloaded. It randomly migrates hot pages from
overloaded nodes to underloaded nodes. Carrefour also implements two heuristics that it triggers when it detects that
the interconnect saturates. The migration heuristic migrates
hot pages that are remotely accessed by only a single node
towards the node that performs the accesses. The replication
heuristic replicates hot pages that are accessed in read-only
mode by a set of threads. In our study, we have discarded
the replication heuristic, because it has only a marginal effect on performance, and because implementing this policy
within the Xen hypervisor would require radical changes in
the design of the Xen memory manager.

The round-4K policy

Linux also proposes a policy that we call round-4K. This
policy allocates physical pages of 4 KiB and selects NUMA
nodes on which to allocate these pages using a round-robin
policy. With this policy, memory accesses are usually wellbalanced on all the NUMA nodes, which presents the advantage of balancing the load on memory controllers. However,
the round-4K policy has the drawback of inducing a large
number of remote memory accesses.
For applications that tend to saturate a single memory
controller with the first-touch policy, typically, applications
designed with a master-slave pattern, the round-4K induces
better performance than the first-touch policy. In such applications, the round-4K policy trades the saturation of a single node with a possible saturation of the interconnect links,
which yields lower memory access latencies [12, 17].
3.3

3.5

As presented in the previous section, Linux offers several
policies. However, their usefulness remains questionable:
are all these policies important to achieve good performance? If the answer to this question is no, offering an
interface to implement several NUMA policies in Xen is
useless. If the answer to this question is yes, it probably
makes sense to implement the same NUMA policies within
the Xen hypervisor.

The round-1G policy

3.5.1

Xen uses a default NUMA policy, that we call the round-1G
policy. Xen eagerly allocates the physical memory of a virtual machine during its creation. Xen tries to pack the memory and the vCPUs of the virtual machine on the minimal
number of underloaded NUMA nodes by reserving a physical CPU per vCPU.2 These NUMA nodes form the homenodes of the virtual machine.
Xen favors locality by allocating the memory of a virtual
machine from its home-nodes. It first tries to allocate the
memory by regions of 1 GiB with a round-robin algorithm
from the home-nodes. Then, in case of fragmentation or if
the virtual machine needs less than 1 GiB (resp. 2 MiB), Xen
allocates the memory by regions of 2 MiB (resp. 4 KiB). Because of the BIOS and I/O memory regions, the first and last
physical GiBs of a virtual machine are always fragmented.
3.4

A case for each NUMA policy

Evaluation of the NUMA policies in Linux

In order to verify that all the NUMA policies are useful,
Figure 2 reports the improvement in terms of completion
time relative to the default first-touch policy when using the
different NUMA policies in Linux. The Figure presents the
evaluation of 29 applications on AMD48, a 48-core machine
with 8 NUMA nodes, running a native Linux operating system (see Section 5 for a detailed description of the hardware and software setting). We exhaustively evaluate all the
possible combinations of static and dynamic policies implemented in Linux: first-touch, first-touch/Carrefour, round4K and round-4K/Carrefour.
We can first observe that the NUMA policy has a huge
impact on performance for many applications. 17 of the 29
applications are improved by more than 25% when we compare the best against the worst NUMA policy (12 applications by more than 50% and 5 by more than 100%). We
can also observe that each possible combination is for some
applications the one yielding the best possible performance
(e.g., first-touch for cg.C, first-touch/Carrefour for sp.C,
round-4K for kmeans or round-4K/Carrefour for facesim).
This result answers the above question: it is probably worth
implementing within Xen the NUMA policies that are available within Linux.

The Carrefour policy

Carrefour [12] is a dynamic memory placement policy for
NUMA architectures executing the Linux operating system.
Carrefour dynamically migrates pages in order to increase
2 http://wiki.xen.org/wiki/Xen_4.3_NUMA_Aware_Scheduling#

Soft_Scheduling_Affinity.
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Figure 2. Improvement of the completion time of various NUMA policies in Linux on AMD48 with 48 threads relative to the
first-touch policy (higher is better).
Load imbalance
First-touch

bodytrack
facesim
fluidanimate
streamcluster
swaptions
x264
bt.C
cg.C
dc.B
ep.D
ft.C
lu.C
mg.D
sp.C
ua.C
wc
wr
wrmem
pca
kmeans
psearchy
memcached
belief
bfs
cc
pagerank
sssp
cassandra
mongodb

135%
253%
65%
219%
175%
84%
89%
7%
45%
263%
60%
47%
8%
113%
5%
101%
110%
135%
235%
251%
19%
85%
206%
190%
185%
183%
193%
65%
130%

Interconnect load

Round-4k

First-touch

Round-4k

48%
27%
16%
45%
180%
28%
8%
5%
19%
116%
19%
30%
1%
4%
7%
41%
57%
102%
14%
26%
8%
74%
80%
24%
31%
23%
10%
50%
95%

9%
39%
18%
31%
4%
17%
51%
11%
10%
48%
17%
18%
12%
43%
14%
18%
18%
10%
52%
61%
6%
13%
19%
17%
17%
17%
17%
14%
16%

8%
16%
16%
18%
5%
13%
35%
46%
22%
9%
46%
41%
51%
58%
37%
17%
18%
11%
41%
42%
46%
12%
10%
12%
11%
11%
11%
14%
14%

Imbalance level
with first-touch
high
high
low
high
high
low
moderate
low
low
high
low
low
low
moderate
low
moderate
moderate
high
high
high
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
low
moderate

used on the most loaded interconnect links during each second.3
We can classify the applications in three groups (column
imbalance level of Table 1). The 11 “low” applications exhibit a low memory access imbalance of less than 85% with
the first-touch policy in Linux. As presented in Section 3.1,
for these applications, the first-touch policy is perfect, because each thread tends to mostly access data structures that
is has allocated. Carrefour tends to degrade their performance. Technically, a page mainly accessed from its node
may be temporarily heavily accessed by remote nodes. In
this case, Carrefour observes a temporary interconnect traffic burst and migrates the page to another node. As the remote accesses are only temporary, migrating the pages does
not improve performance. The migration has, however, the
consequence of degrading the memory access locality for
the remainder of the run. The round-4K policy also degrades
performance because it decreases memory access locality:
the round-4K policy roughly multiplies by 4 the interconnect
load for 7 of the 11 applications (from roughly 10% to 40%,
see the column Interconnect). As a result, we have measured
that the first-touch policy is only 1% slower in average than
the best NUMA policy for these applications, with a worst
case of 10% for ft.C.
At the opposite, the 13 “high” applications exhibit a high
memory access imbalance of more than 130% with the firsttouch policy in Linux. As presented in Section 3.2, a single
thread tends to allocate the memory for the other threads.
The round-4K policy prevents the large imbalance of the
first-touch policy (see columns imbalance in Table 1). Carrefour tends to improve their performance because it improves their memory access locality (the interconnect load is

Table 1. Effect of the static NUMA policies in Linux on
AMD48 with 48 threads.

3.5.2

Analysis of the behaviors

In order to understand why all the policies are useful, Table 1 reports two metrics measured with the first-touch and
the round-4K policies. The table does not report the metrics
when executing Carrefour because Carrefour already uses all
the available performance counter registers. The imbalance
is defined as the relative standard deviation around the average number of accesses per node. The interconnect load
is defined as the average of the percentage of the bandwidth

3 The

hardware counters actually give a metric which vary between 50%
when the link is idle and 80% when the link is saturated. We report only the
variation of the bandwidth relative to this 30% amplitude. When the machine is idle, the hardware uses 50% of the bandwidth to send hardware related commands such as link synchronization commands. Those commands
can be piggy-backed on software related packets When a link saturates, it
reaches only 80% of bandwidth because each remote memory request exclusively locks the link while accessing remote components such as the
remote memory controller.
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4.1

Guest operating system

The internal interface consists in two functions. The first
function implements the mechanism to map the virtual page
of a process to a NUMA node. The second function implements the mechanism to migrate the virtual page of a process
to a new NUMA node.
In an hypervisor, directly placing the virtual address of a
process to a NUMA node is difficult because an hypervisor
executes virtual machines, not processes. A guest operating
system maps a virtual page of a process to a physical page
of a virtual machine. Modifying this mapping from within
the hypervisor is difficult because an hypervisor cannot easily know which physical page of a virtual machine is used
or not. Moreover, the hypervisor cannot easily synchronize
with the operating system in order to avoid concurrent accesses to the guest page table.
For these reasons, we have chosen to implement the memory placement mechanism by leveraging the hypervisor page
table. In this setting, a NUMA policy lets the guest operating system map a virtual page to any physical page. Then,
the NUMA policy maps the physical page to a NUMA node
by mapping the physical page to a machine page of the node.
For the same reasons, the migration mechanism relies on
the hypervisor page table. It starts by write protecting the
entry of the physical page in order to avoid concurrent writes
on the copied page. Then, the migration mechanism copies
the page to its new location and updates the entry of the
physical page in the hypervisor page table.

External interface
Internal interface
Hypervisor

NUMA Policy

Figure 3. External and internal interfaces.
large for 5 applications). As a result, we have measured that
the round-4K/Carrefour policy is only 2% slower in average
than the best NUMA policy for these applications, with a
worst case of 8% for wrmem.
Finally, the 5 remaining “moderate” applications exhibit a
moderate memory access imbalance between 85% and 130%
with the first-touch policy in Linux. For these applications,
the first-touch policy does not perfectly balance the load
on all the nodes, but ensures a satisfactory memory access
locality. Using the round-4K policy degrades performance
because this policy destroys the memory access locality. The
Carrefour policy is useful for these applications, because it
better balances the load and slightly improves the memory
access locality. As a result, we have measured that the round4K/Carrefour policy is only 2% slower in average than the
best NUMA policy for these applications, with a worst case
of 5% for mongodb.
To summarize this analysis, we confirm that all the studied NUMA policies are useful. This is explained by the
fact that different sets of applications have different memory behaviors. More precisely, the round-4K/Carrefour policy is required for the “high” applications, the first-touch/Carrefour policy is required for the “moderate” applications,
and the first-touch policy is required for the “low” applications.

4.

The internal interface

4.2

The external interface

The external interface consists in two functions. The first
function is used to select a NUMA policy. The second function is required for the first-touch policy to trap the first access to a virtual page performed by a process.

Implementing NUMA policies inside Xen

As all the NUMA policies evaluated in the previous section
are useful in Linux, we have implemented all these policies
in Xen. In order to implement the NUMA policies inside
Xen, we have identified three important needs. First, each of
the policies needs a mechanism to map a virtual page of a
process to a machine page of any NUMA node. Second, the
Carrefour policy needs a mechanism to dynamically migrate
a virtual page of a process to a new NUMA node. Third, the
first-touch policy needs a mechanism to trap the first access
of a process to a virtual page.
These needs have driven the definition of the interface we
propose in this paper. As presented in Figure 3, the interface
can be split into two parts: the external interface is used by a
NUMA policy to communicate with the guest operating system, whereas the internal interface is used to communicate
with the hypervisor. As we wanted to minimize the modifications performed in the code of the guest operating system,
we tried to minimize as much as possible the size of the external interface.

4.2.1

Selecting the NUMA policy

An administrator selects a NUMA policy for a whole virtual
machine because Xen is not aware of the processes inside the
virtual machine. Notice that, for this reason, an administrator must not colocate different processes with contradictory
NUMA access patterns inside the same virtual machine.
By default, a virtual machine boots with the round-4K
policy. We do not provide an interface to dynamically switch
to the round-1G policy because, as presented in the evaluation (see Section 5.3.3), the round-1G policy is much less
useful than the other policies. Instead, we provide an option
to boot a virtual machine with the round-1G policy that can
be used for testing purposes.
Then, when the virtual machine runs, Xen provides a
new hypercall to dynamically change the NUMA policy of a
virtual machine. This hypercall can switch to the first-touch
policy and activate/deactivate the Carrefour policy.
6
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Old address Space

New address space

Virtual page V0

Virtual page V1

hypercall. The guest operating system triggers this hypercall when it adds a page to its free list, in order to inform
Xen that the page is not used anymore. However, calling the
hypervisor for each page release is inefficient for an application that releases physical pages often. This is for example
the case of several Mosbench applications that we evaluate.
These applications rely on the Streamflow allocator [34] because it better scales than the default glibc allocator when the
number of cores increases. Unfortunately, the streamflow allocator continuously calls the Linux mmap/munmap functions
to manage the memory. As a result, a Mosbench application
such as wrmem releases a physical page every 15 µs. Even
executing an empty hypercall in Xen for each page release
already divides by 3 the performance of wrmem. This large
slowdown can only annihilate the performance improvement
brought by the first-touch policy.

New mapping

Old mapping
Physical page P0

Machine page M0

Figure 4. Issue to implement first-touch in Xen.
4.2.2

Trapping the first access to a page

The second hypercall is used to trap the first access to a page.
It is used by the guest operating system to communicate
a queue of recently allocated and released physical pages.
We introduce this function because of a mismatch: the firsttouch policy has to trap the first access of a process to a
virtual page, but the hypervisor manipulates physical pages
that belong to a virtual machine, not to a specific process.
This mismatch is problematic because the hypervisor is
not involved when the guest operating system releases a
physical page and reallocates the page to a new process.
Figure 4 illustrates the problem. An hypervisor can easily
trap the first access performed by a virtual machine to a
physical page P0 by letting the entry of P0 empty in the
hypervisor page table. In this case, during the first access, the
hypervisor will map P0 to a machine page, for example M0.
However, when the operating system reallocates P0 from an
old virtual page V0 to a new virtual page V1, the hypervisor
is not involved. The first access to P0 through V1 does not
generate an hypervisor page fault: in the best case, it only
generates a guest page fault, which is directly caught by the
guest operating system, without involving the hypervisor.
4.2.3

4.2.4

Batching the hypercalls

We can easily solve the problem of the hypercall cost by
batching the hypercalls. Instead of calling the hypervisor
when it releases a page, the guest operating system accumulates several free pages in a page queue, and sends the
whole queue after several page releases.
However, batching the hypercalls raises a new challenge.
The operating system may reallocate a page while it is in
the page queue but not yet sent to the hypervisor. When the
hypervisor receives the page queue, it can thus not ignore
the content of a page as the page is maybe already reused
by a process. Without any other mechanism, the hypervisor
would thus have to copy the old content of the page when it
migrates the page to a new NUMA node, which is costly.
We solve the problem by trapping both the page allocation and release of the guest operating system. At high level,
we define a global queue shared by all the cores and protected by a lock. Each entry in the queue contains a pair (op,
page), in which op is the operation (allocation or release)
and page is the address of the physical page.
When the guest operating system allocates or releases a
page, it acquires a lock before adding the pair to the queue.
Then, before releasing the lock, the guest operating system
sends the queue to the hypervisor through an hypercall when
the queue is full. The guest operating system has to keep
the lock during the hypercall in order to ensure that another
core cannot reallocate a free page of the queue during the
hypercall.
When a NUMA policy receives the queue, it starts with
the most recent operations, i.e., the end of the queue. Then,
the NUMA policy keeps a list of the visited pages and only
takes into account the most recent operation associated to a
page. If the most recent operation is a release, the NUMA
policy knows that the physical page is no longer used and
it can invalidate its entry. If the most recent operation is an
allocation, the hypervisor knows that the page may already
be reused by a process. This case is rare and we simply
handle it by letting a reallocated page on its current node.

An hypercall for each page release

We implement the first-touch policy by invalidating, in the
hypervisor page table, the entries of the physical pages that
are not used by the guest operating system. When the guest
operating system allocates the physical page to a process,
the first access of the process generates an hypervisor page
fault. We use then this hypervisor page fault to implement
the first-touch policy.
In order to implement this mechanism, the hypervisor has
to know when a process of a guest operating system releases
a physical page. We might want to use the ballooning driver
to get that knowledge. The ballooning driver is used by guest
operating systems to release pages to the hypervisor, which
can then give them to other virtual machines. However, when
a guest operating system releases a page through the ballooning driver, the guest can no longer use that page. In our
case, the guest operating system has to be able to reallocate
the free page to a new process at any time, which precludes
using the ballooning driver.
As the ballooning driver is inadequate, we have chosen
to use a para-virtualization technique by introducing a new
7
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Indeed, copying the old content of a page would be too costly
in the common case and would thus not be efficient.
Finally, using a single global queue protected by a lock is
a bottleneck when the virtual machine uses many cores. As
a final solution, we partition the global queue in independent
queues. We associate each page address to a single queue by
using the two less significant bits of the page frame number.
As a result, each queue has its own independent lock, which
increases the parallelism.
With the partitioned queue, we have measured that 87.5%
of the time is spent invalidating the pages during an hypercall, while sending the queue only takes 12.5% of this time.
For this reason, we have not used more efficient and scalable
queue algorithms [20].
4.3
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Figure 5. IPI cost repartition
4.4.1

Implementation of the NUMA policies

Incompatibility between first-touch and the
IOMMU

Our implementation is incompatible with the IOMMU
mechanism [6] (see Section 2.2). The IOMMU translates
the physical addresses of a virtual machine into the machine
addresses in order to perform transparent DMA transfers directly to the guest virtual machine memory. However, during
this translation, the IOMMU cannot handle invalid entries in
the hypervisor page table.
If an entry is invalid, the IOMMU aborts the transfer and
indicates that an I/O error happened. Unfortunately, because
of a hardware design choice, the IOMMU asynchronously
notifies the hypervisor that an error occurred. As a result,
the hypervisor may handle this error after the guest operating system did. In this case, even if the hypervisor maps a
machine page in the hypervisor page table, it is too late: the
operating system already considered that the I/O was impossible and returned an error to the process that performed the
I/O.
In order to trap the first access to a physical page, the firsttouch policy invalidates entries in the hypervisor page table.
If the physical page is used by the guest operating system
as a DMA buffer, the I/O becomes impossible. For this
reason, when we evaluate the first-touch policy, we disable
the IOMMU.

With the interfaces provided to NUMA policies, implementing the first-touch, the round-4K and the Carrefour policies
is straightforward. We have implemented the round-4K policy in Xen by statically allocating 4 KiB pages in a roundrobin fashion from the virtual machine’s home nodes when
the virtual machine is created. This implementation relies
on the internal interface (see Section 4.1). For the first-touch
policy, we rely on the hypercall provided by the external interface (see Section 4.2): when the guest operating system
releases a page, the NUMA policy simply invalidates the entry in the guest page table.
In order to implement the Carrefour policy, we have
ported the code of Carrefour in Xen4 . The original Carrefour implementation defines two components: the system
component and the user component. The system component
runs in the Linux kernel. It gathers the low-level hardware
counters and associates metrics to the hot pages. It also defines a system interface to migrate a page from one node to
another and to read the metrics. The user component uses
these metrics to choose which page to migrate and to select
the destination node.
In Xen, the user component executes as a process in the
dom0 virtual machine. The system component executes inside Xen. Instead of using the operating system interface to
communicate with the system component, the user component performs an hypercall, which is trapped by Linux and
forwarded to Xen. Then, instead of observing the memory
accesses performed by the threads of the processes, the system component observes the memory accesses performed
by the vCPUs of the virtual machines. In order to migrate
a page, the system component relies on the internal interface
(see Section 4.2).
4.4
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4.4.2

Content of the released pages

Our first-touch implementation has a second small limitation. Before a page release, Linux fills the page with zeros. For this reason, the free pages in Xen are all equivalent
with the same content. The first-touch policy can thus map
any page to any physical address of the guest. However, this
behavior could be a limitation for an operating system that
stores per-page housekeeping data in free pages.

5.

Limitation

Performance evaluation

This section presents an evaluation of the NUMA policies
implemented inside Xen. We first present the hardware and
then the software setting. We also present Xen+, an improved version of Xen used in the evaluation, along with its
evaluation. Then, we compare the different NUMA policies

The implementation of our first-touch policy has two limitations.
4 The

code of Carrefour is available at https://github.com/
Carrefour.
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Hard drive
MB/s

Parsec

NPB

Mosbench

X-Stream

YCSB

bodytrack
facesim
fluidanimate
streamcluster
swaptions
x264
bt.C
cg.C
dc.B
ep.D
ft.C
lu.C
mg.D
sp.C
ua.C
wc
wr
wrmem
pca
kmeans
psearchy
memcached
belief
bfs
cc
pagerank
sssp
cassandra
mongodb

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
175
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
54
0
234
236
249
240
261
16
184

Context
switches
k/s
17.7
11.7
4.2
29.5
0.0
0.6
1.2
5.9
0.1
0.0
0.3
1.5
1.5
2.0
37.4
3.9
5.2
7.5
0.3
0.1
0.8
127.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.7
14.6

Memory
footprint
MB
7
328
223
106
4
1129
698
889
39273
49
5156
600
27095
869
483
16682
19016
11610
5779
4178
28576
2205
12292
12291
12291
12291
12291
1111
1092

Cache
L1 cache
L2 cache
L3 cache

48 threads
697 cycles
740 cycles
863 cycles

Table 3. Cache and memory access latency on AMD48.
dom0 virtual machine are connected to the bus of node 0.
The disk that contains all the benchmarks and the datasets is
connected to the bus of node 6.
Table 3 reports the time to access the caches and the memory on AMD48. In order to measure the memory access latency, we present two results. With 1 thread, we measure an
uncontended case, in which a single thread accesses a single NUMA node. With 48 threads, we measure a contended
case, in which 48 threads access the same NUMA node. This
result shows that the diameter has only a small impact on
performance (276 cycles for a 1-hop access versus 383 cycles for a 2-hop access in the uncontended case). On the contrary, we can observe that a contended memory controller
drastically slows down memory access latency (697 cycles
to access a local NUMA node when this last is contended).
5.2

Software setting

For each experiment presented in this section, we report the
average of 6 runs. We use the Linux 3.9 kernel, along with
gcc 4.6.3, libgomp 3.0 and glibc 6. For the analysis, we have
selected applications often used to measure the performance
of large multicores [7, 12, 13, 33]. We evaluate 29 applications from the Parsec 2.1 (precompiled version), the NPB
3.3 (openMP version), the Mosbench benchmark (Streamflow allocator [34]), a set of X-Stream applications [33], and
the YCSB benchmark [11] on Cassandra and MongoDB.
For the Xen experiments, we use Xen 4.5. We hide the
NUMA topology to the guest. The dom0 virtual machine is
pinned to the CPUs of node 0. As we can only select the
NUMA policy for a whole virtual machine, we only run a
single benchmark application per virtual machine in all the
experiments.

Table 2. Behavior of the applications.
in Xen+ with both single and multiple virtual machines. Finally, we present a comparison of Linux and Xen+ when we
use the best possible NUMA policy for each application in
both Linux and Xen+.
5.1

5 cycles
16 cycles
48 cycles

Memory
1 thread
Local
156 cycles
Remote (1 hop)
276 cycles
Remote (2 hops)
383 cycles

Hardware setting

We perform our evaluation on an AMD machine, called
AMD48 hereafter. AMD48 has 8 NUMA nodes with 6
CPUs/16 GiB per node. In total AMD48 has thus 48 cores
and 128 GiB of RAM.
The exact memory system of AMD48 is described in [5].
In summary, AMD48 has four Opteron 6174 sockets, each
one containing two NUMA nodes. Each node is connected
to 16 GiB of RAM through a memory controller having a
maximum throughput of 13 GiB/s. The 6 CPUs of a node
share a unified L3 cache of 5 MiB. A CPU of a NUMA node
runs at 2.2 GHz. It has two L1 caches of 64 KiB each (a data
and a code cache), and a single unified L2 cache of 512 KiB.
The nodes are interconnected by HyperTransport links,
with a maximum distance of two hops. The machine handles
L3 cache misses with the HT3 (HT-assist) protocol. The
bandwidth between nodes is asymmetric, with a maximum
bandwidth of 6 GiB/s. Two of the nodes (nodes 0 and 6) are
connected to a PCI bus. The network and the disk of the

5.3

Xen+

In order to highlight the effect of the NUMA policies in
Xen, we use an improved baseline, called Xen+, in which
we mitigate other well-know virtualization costs: the cost of
virtualized I/Os and some cost of virtualized inter-processor
interrupts.
5.3.1

Virtualized I/O cost

One of the virtualization bottleneck is caused by I/Os (disk
or network) [1, 18, 24, 29]. We partially remove this overhead by activating the IOMMU with the PCI passthrough
driver (see Section 2.2).
However, as presented in Section 4.4, we cannot activate
both the IOMMU and the first-touch policy. For this reason,
9
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we only activate the PCI passthrough driver for the round-4K
and round-1G policies.
5.3.2

bodytrack
facesim
fluidanimate
streamcluster
swaptions
x264
bt.C
cg.C
dc.B
ep.D
ft.C
lu.C
mg.D
sp.C
ua.C
wc
wr
wrmem
pca
kmeans
psearchy
memcached
belief
bfs
cc
pagerank
sssp
cassandra
mongodb

Virtualized IPI cost

Virtualizing inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) is another wellknown cause of virtualization overhead. As presented in
Figure 5, in native mode, sending an IPI is relatively fast
(0.9 µs). However, in guest mode, sending an IPI takes much
more time (10.9 µs).
As reported by Ding et al. [16, 35], this overhead is
especially detrimental for applications that frequently leave
the processor because they wait for an event, e.g., a lock, a
condition variable or a network packet. When a thread waits
for an event, the thread goes to the sleep state through a
context switch. The CPU of the thread may then become idle
when no more threads are ready. When the CPU becomes
idle, Linux halts the processor up to the next interrupt. In
this case, when the event arrives, Linux wakes up a sleeping
CPU by sending an inter-processor interrupt (IPI).
As presented in Table 2, we can observe that 7 applications do intentionally frequently leave the CPU (more than
10,000 intentional context switches each second). These applications may suffer from the cost of virtualized IPIs if the
CPU goes to the sleep state. Ding et al. propose to solve the
problem with a complex algorithm that can handle consolidated workloads.
For the sake of simplicity, we have rather implemented a
much simpler solution that only works for non-consolidated
workloads. Our solution consists in implementing the pthread
mutex and condition variable functions with a spin loop using the MCS algorithm [28]. Thanks to this modification,
when a thread synchronizes through a lock or a condition
variable, it does not leave the processor. Using a spin loop
is, of course, not a long-term solution: we only use this technique to better focus on the NUMA placement problem by
eliminating an unrelated, well-known virtualization bottleneck.
This modification significantly improves the performance
of facesim and streamcluster (see the evaluation presented in Section 5.3.3). The modification improves facesim
by 30% and streamcluster by 55%. We also measure
that, after the modification, these applications generate zero
intentional context switch per second. We activate thus this
optimization for Xen in the single virtual machine experiments for facesim and streamcluster. In order to make
a fair evaluation, we also replace the pthread mutex and condition variable functions by a spin loop for facesim and
streamcluster in Linux.
5.3.3

LinuxNUMA
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round-4K
First-Touch
First-Touch / Carrefour
First-Touch
First-Touch
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round-4K
First-Touch
Round 4K / Carrefour
First-Touch
First-Touch / Carrefour
First-Touch
First-Touch
Round-4K
Round-4K
First-Touch
First-Touch
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round 4K / Carrefour
First-Touch / Carrefour
First-Touch / Carrefour

Xen+NUMA
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round-4K
First-Touch / Carrefour
First-Touch
Round-1G
Round-4K
Round-4K
First-Touch
First-Touch
Round 4K / Carrefour
First-Touch
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round-4K
Round-1G
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-4K
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round 4K / Carrefour
Round-1G
Round-1G

Table 4. Best NUMA policies.

NUMA policy based on the evaluation presented in Figure 2
of Section 3.5).
By construction, Xen+ is better than Xen, and LinuxNUMA is better than Linux. Figure 6 confirms this result.
When we compare LinuxNUMA with Xen+, we can observe that the overhead of Xen+ relatively to LinuxNUMA
remains large: 20 of the 29 evaluated applications still exhibit an overhead higher than 25%, 14 applications exhibit
an overhead higher than 50%, and 11 applications have an
overhead higher than 100%. As we have already removed
some overhead caused by I/Os and IPIs in the Xen+, we can
suspect that the remaining large overhead is actually often
caused by NUMA effects.
When we compare Xen with Xen+, we can observe that
facesim and streamcluster are largely improved by the
use of MCS lock. We can also observe that dc.B, bfs,
cc, pagerank, sssp and mongodb are largely improved by
Xen+. Column Hard drive of Table 2, which reports the
disk usage, confirms that these applications heavily use the
disk, which makes the PCI passthrough driver especially
useful.
We can finally observe that, unexpectedly, for some diskintensive applications (belief, bfs, cc, pagerank and
ssp), Xen+ is slightly better than Linux. We have not found
why Xen+ improves performance, but we suppose that Xen+

Xen+ evaluation

Figure 6 reports the overhead of Xen, Xen+ and Linux, relatively to LinuxNUMA. We define LinuxNUMA as a Linux
that uses MCS locks for facesim and streamcluster,
and that systematically uses the best possible Linux NUMA
policy for each application (Table 4 recalls this best Linux
10
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Figure 6. Relative overhead of Linux, Xen and Xen+ as compared to LinuxNUMA (lower is better).
offers a better parallelism during a DMA transfer. In Linux,
a DMA buffer is allocated as a contiguous physical address
space. This DMA buffer is thus only allocated from a single
NUMA node because the hardware partition the physical
address space at coarse grain on the different NUMA nodes.
In Xen+, a DMA buffer is distributed on different NUMA
nodes thanks to the hypervisor page table, which maps the
physical addresses of the guest to memory pages of different
NUMA nodes.
5.4

Moreover, we can observe that the default round-1G policy provided by Xen+ is much less efficient than the NUMA
policies we have implemented. The round-1G policy is only
better than the other policies for four applications (see column Xen+NUMA of Table 4). Moreover, as presented in Figure 7, if we replace the round-1G policy by the best other
policy, the maximum performance degradation we observe
is 10%, and only three applications are degraded by more
than 5%.
Finally, we can notice that for the disk-intensive applications improved by the PCI passthrough driver (dc.B, bfs,
cc, pagerank, sssp and mongodb, see Section 5.3.3), the
first-touch policy seems to systematically drastically degrade their performance as compared to Xen+. This behavior comes from the fact that we disable the PCI passthrough
driver when we activate the first-touch policy.

Evaluation of the NUMA policies

In this experiment, we compare the performance of the different NUMA policies of Xen. This evaluation has the goal
of showing that selecting an efficient NUMA policy in Xen
improves performance. We first evaluate a single virtual machine and then multiple virtual machines.
5.4.1 Single virtual machine

5.4.2

In this experiment, we run a single virtual machine. Each
application uses as many threads as the number of vCPUs,
and the guest uses as many vCPUs as the number of physical
CPUs. We also pin the vCPUs on the physical CPUs and the
threads on the vCPUs.
Figure 7 reports, for each of the 29 applications, the
improvement relative to Xen+ for each NUMA policy. The
column Xen+NUMA of Table 4 complements this evaluation
by highlighting the best NUMA policies.
We can first observe that using an efficient NUMA policy
can drastically improve the performance. 9 applications are
improved by more than 100%. In the best case, for cg.C, the
completion time is divided by 6. Moreover, we can observe
that each NUMA policy yields the best performance for
some applications. Moreover, the gain brought by each policy is sometimes significant. For example, the first-touch/Carrefour policy is the best for bt.C and it improves performance by 100%, the round-4K/Carrefour policy is the
best for sp.C and it improves performance by 290%, the
first-touch policy is the best for kmeans and it improves performance by 170%, and the round-4K policy is the best for
ft.C, and it improves performance by 315%.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 present eleven consolidated workloads
with two virtual machines. In both experiments, each virtual
machine executes a single application with as many thread
as available vCPUs in the virtual machine. For each of the
applications, we select the best Xen NUMA policy (see column Xen+NUMA of Table 4) through the hypercall provided
by the external interface. The figures report the improvement
of the best NUMA policy over the default NUMA policy on
Xen+.
In Figure 8, each virtual machine has 24 vCPUs. We pin
the first virtual machine on one half of the NUMA nodes and
the second virtual machine on the other half. Each physical
CPU thus executes a single vCPU. We have observed that,
for some of the applications, performance varies when we
select different NUMA nodes for a virtual machine. For this
reason, we execute each configuration twice, by swapping
the nodes used by the virtual machines, and we compute the
average completion time of the two runs.
In Figure 9, each virtual machine has 48 vCPUs. We pin
each vCPU to a single physical CPU in order to avoid performance variations caused by the vCPU placement policy
of Xen. With this setting, each physical CPU executes two
11
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Figure 7. Relative improvement of the NUMA policies in Xen+ as compared to Xen+ (higher is better).
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Figure 8. Relative improvement of Xen+NUMA over Xen+
with 2 colocated VMs (24 cores each, higher is better)
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Xen+NUMA versus LinuxNUMA

In this experiment, we compare Xen+NUMA with LinuxNUMA. Xen+NUMA is defined as Xen+ with its best
NUMA policy for each application (see column Xen+NUMA
of Table 4). This experiment has the goal of showing that the
large overhead of Xen+ is caused by an inefficient NUMA
placement and not by other virtualization overheads. In
Xen+NUMA, we use the single virtual machine setting, in
which both the threads and the vCPUs are pinned. In LinuxNUMA, we pin the threads to the physical CPUs.
Figure 10 reports the overhead of Xen+NUMA as compared to LinuxNUMA. We can observe that with efficient
NUMA policies, only 4 applications remain degraded by
more than 50%, while 14 applications have an overhead of
more than 50% with Xen+. This result shows that a large
overhead of virtualization on large multicores is caused by
the NUMA placement policy. We have shown that by integrating inside Xen+ the efficient NUMA policies that have
been implemented within the context of operating systems,
we can reduce this overhead, while hiding the NUMA topology to the guest virtual machine.
For the 4 remaining applications, we can observe that
memcached, cassandra, and ua.C frequently leave the
CPU (column context switch of Table 2). These applications suffer from the cost of virtualized IPIs. They are not
corrected by our simple solution, which targets the pthread
locks and condition variables. Memcached and cassandra
continuously wait for network packets because they intensively use the network. Ua.C intensively uses an ad-hoc synchronization mechanism that relies on the Futex of Linux.
These applications are thus probably slowed down by the
cost of virtualized IPIs. Psearchy intensively uses the hard
drive (see Table 2) and, despite the use of the IOMMU, may
activate a bottleneck in the I/O stack that we have not yet
identified.
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NUMA policy is also important for consolidated workloads
on large multicores.
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Figure 9. Relative improvement of Xen+NUMA over Xen+
with 2 consolidated VMs (48 cores each, higher is better)
vCPUs, one belonging to the first virtual machine and one
belonging to the second virtual machine.
Overall, we can observe that for consolidated workloads,
using an efficient NUMA policy also drastically improves
performance as compared to Xen+. In the best case (cg.C
executed with sp.C in Figure 8), the performance of the
application is improved by 440%. For 9 of the 11 configurations, using an efficient NUMA policy improves performance by more than 50% for at least one virtual machine.
We can also observe that only a single configuration (our
worst case) is degraded with a better NUMA policy, and by
at most 10%. These results confirm that using an efficient
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Figure 10. Relative overhead of Xen+ and Xen+NUMA as compared to LinuxNUMA (lower is better).

6.

Related work

[36] or to prevent the preemption of the lock holder in case
of spinlocks [37, 39–41]. Our work is complementary. We
study another performance aspect of virtualization: the effect
of NUMA architectures.
Regarding IPIs, we discuss the Ding et al. algorithm
[16] in Section 5.3.2 and, for the sake of simplicity, implemented a simpler mechanism to mitigate the IPI cost in
non-consolidated workloads. Our evaluation confirms that
virtualized IPI is a large source of overhead for some applications on large multicores.
For I/Os, their cost in a virtualized environment has been
studied in different research works [1, 18, 24, 29]. Solutions
exist to mitigate this cost, especially the work of Gordon et
al. [18], which is able to entirely remove the hypervisor from
the I/O path. By using the IOMMU, we remove some of the
I/O bottleneck in order to better highlight the NUMA effects.

Many recent works study the performance effect of NUMA
architectures: in an hypervisor [21, 26, 32], in an operating system [12, 25], in the locking sub-system [14, 15] or
in garbage collectors [17, 38, 45]. These works show that a
NUMA architecture can have a dramatic performance impact when either the memory controllers or the interconnect
saturates. Our study confirms this observation.
Among the works on NUMA architectures, four ones
specifically focus on hypervisors [8, 21, 26, 32]. Overall,
none of these works identify the interface to implement several NUMA policies inside an hypervisor. Rao et al. [32]
propose the bias random vCPU migration scheduler to place
the vCPUs on a NUMA architecture. They show how this
algorithm can improve performance (by up to 37%). They
show that caches and NUMA locality improves performance
when it does not prevent load balancing. Our study is complementary: while Rao et al. are interested by the vCPU
scheduling algorithm, we focus on the memory placement
policy. Liu et al. propose a static NUMA placement policy
when the virtual machine is created [26]. While they provide
a single NUMA policy, we show that the hypervisor should
provide several NUMA policies. For this reason, in our paper, we identify an interface to implement classical NUMA
policies in an hypervisor. Bugnion et al. [8] focus on retrocompatibility. They propose to run legacy (non-NUMA in
1997) operating systems on NUMA architectures by hiding
the NUMA architecture using an hypervisor. As for Liu et
al., they provide a single NUMA placement policy, while we
focus on the interface required to implement several NUMA
policies inside the hypervisor. Han et al. [21] present a study
of the performance impact of NUMA architectures in an hypervisor, but they do not propose NUMA placement policies.
Several research works are interested in understanding
[10, 31] and mitigating interference between several virtual
machines: to isolate I/Os performance [9, 19, 30, 36, 42,
43], to enforce the performance of interrupt handling [2],
to enforce the performance of blocking locks, [2, 9, 36], to
colocate compatible workloads in the same server [22, 27,
44], to avoid cache interference from other virtual machines

7.

Conclusion

This paper shows how we can implement the classical
NUMA policies of operating systems inside an hypervisor,
while hiding the NUMA topology to the virtual machines.
We identify a small interface with two functions between
the guest operating system and the hypervisor that enables
these implementations. Our evaluation shows that we can
significantly improve the performance of 9 of the 29 evaluated applications by more than 100%. We show that we can
reduce the overhead of virtualization to less than 50% for
most of the evaluated applications.
Our work opens several perspectives. First, except the default round-1G policy, the NUMA policies presented in this
paper only consider small pages of 4 KiB. Handling large
pages in order to decrease the number of TLB misses should
further improve performance. Second, our implementation
may exhibit an overhead when an application often releases
pages (see Section 4.2.4). Using an allocator such as scalloc
[3] or llalloc [4], which only rarely releases pages, should
prevent this overhead. Third, we have identified an incompatibility between the IOMMU and the first-touch policy.
Finding an algorithm that prevents the invalidation, in the
hypervisor, of pages used by the guest for DMA transfers
13
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is a promising perspective. Finally, automatically selecting
the most efficient NUMA policy in an hypervisor or in an
operating system remains an open subject.

[12] M. Dashti, A. Fedorova, J. Funston, F. Gaud, R. Lachaize,
B. Lepers, V. Quema, and M. Roth. Traffic management:
A holistic approach to memory placement on numa systems.
In Proceedings of the conference on Architectural Support
for Programming Languages and Operating Systems, ASPLOS’13, pages 381–394, 2013.

Availability
The code and the results are freely available at https://

[13] F. David, G. Thomas, J. Lawall, and G. Muller. Continuously
measuring critical section pressure with the Free-Lunch profiler. In Proceedings of the conference on Object Oriented
Programming Systems Languages and Applications, OOPSLA’14, 2014.

github.com/gauthier-voron/xen-tokyo/tree/carrefourimproved for the Xen host and https://github.com/

gauthier-voron/linux-xen-ft for the modified Linux
guest.

[14] T. David, R. Guerraoui, and V. Trigonakis. Everything you always wanted to know about synchronization but were afraid to
ask. In Proceedings of the Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles, SOSP’13, pages 33–48, 2013.
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